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1. Introduction
We study asymptotic behaviors as $tarrow\pm\infty$ of radially symmetric solutions of the nonlinear
wave equation
(1.1) $u_{tt}-\triangle u=F(u)$ in $x\in \mathbb{R}^{n},$ $t\in \mathbb{R}$ ,
where $F(u)=|u|^{p}$ or $F(u)=|u|^{p-1}u$ with $p>1$ and $n\geqq 2$ .
Let $p_{0}(n)$ be the positive root of the quadratic equation in $p$ :
(1.2) $\Phi(n,p)\equiv\frac{n-1}{2}p^{2}-\frac{n+1}{2}p-1=0$ .
Note that $p_{0}(n)$ is strictly decreasing with respect to $n$ and $p_{0}(4)=2$ . If $1<p<p_{0}(n)$ , it is
known that the Cauchy problem for (1.1) with initial data prescribed on $t=0$ does not admit
global (in time) solutions, provided the initial data are chosen appropriately, even if they are
sufficiently small. (See [6], [8] and [19]). The same is true for $p=p_{0}(n)$ if $n=2$ or $n=3$ .
(See [18]).
On the other hand, the case where $p>p_{0}(n)$ seems to be more complicated. When
$2\leqq n\leqq 4$ , it is known that the problem admits a global solution for small initial data. (See
[7], [8] and [24] $)$ . When $n\geqq 5$ , for $p\geqq(n+3)/(n-1)$ a global weak solution of the problem
obtained by [13] and [20]. (See also [3], [4], [11] and [12]). Recentely, the case where $p$ is
between $p_{0}(n)$ and $(’?+\cdot 3)/(n-1)$ is treated by [5] and [14], independently.
Moreover, when $p>p_{0}(n)$ and either $n=2$ or $n=3$ , it has been shown that the scattering
operator for (1.1) exists on a dense set of a neighborhood of $0$ in the energy space. (See [10],
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[17] and [23] $)$ . Namely, let $u_{-}(x, t)$ be the solution of the homogeneous wave equation
(1.3) $u_{tt}-\triangle u=0$ in $x\in \mathbb{R}^{n},$ $t\in \mathbb{R}$ ,
with small initial data
$u(x, 0)=f(x)$ , $u_{t}(x, \mathrm{o})=g(x)$ for $x\in \mathbb{R}^{n}$ .
Then there exists a solution $u(x, t)$ of (1.1) such that $||u(t)-u_{-}(t)||_{e}arrow 0$ as $tarrow-\infty$ , where
(1.4) $||v(t)||_{e}= \{\int_{\mathbb{R}^{n}}(|\nabla v(x, t)|^{2}+|v_{t}(x, t)|2)dx\}1/2$ ,
and there exists another solution $u_{+}(x, t)$ of (1.3) such that $||u(t)-u+(t)||_{e}arrow 0$ as $tarrow\infty$ . The
analogous results have been obtained also for the high dimensional case, provided $p>p_{1}(n)$ ,
where $p_{1}(n)$ is the largest root of the quadratic equation in $p$ :
$(n^{2}-n)p^{2}-(n^{2}+3n-2)p+2=0$ .
(See [13], [15], [16], and [20]). However here is a gap between $p_{0}(n)$ alld $p_{1}(n)$ . Indeed, since
the left-hand-side of the above quadratic equation is rewritten as
2 $\{n\Phi(n,p)-2(1+\Phi(n,p))/p\}$ ,
it is easy to see that $p_{0}(n)<p_{1}(n)$ .
The purpose of this note is to search the asymptotic behaviors of radially symmetric solu-
tions of (1.1), which guarantee the existence of the scattering operator, for $p>p_{0}(n)$ in high
dimensions $n\geqq 5$ .
2. Statements of main results
Throughout this section, we assrume $n\geqq 5$ (unless stated otherwise). First we shall consider
the Cauchy problem for the homogeneous wave equation:
$(2.1)_{0}$ $u_{tt}-u_{rr}- \frac{n-1}{r}ur=0$ in $\Omega$ ,
$(2.1)_{1}$ $u(r, 0)=.f(r)$ , $u_{t}(r, \mathrm{O})=g(r)$ for $r>0$ ,
where $\Omega=\{(r,t)\in \mathbb{R}^{2} ; r>0\}$ and $u(r, t)$ a real valued function. Then we have
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Tlleorem 1. $A_{S6\mathrm{u}\mathrm{m}e},.t\in C^{2}([0, \infty))$ and $g\in C^{1}([0, \infty))6’ a\mathrm{t}i6’ \mathrm{f}y$
(2.2) $|.f(r)| \langle r\rangle-1+\sum_{i=0}^{1}(|.f^{(}i+1)|+|g^{(.)}’(r)|)\leqq\epsilon\langle r\rangle^{-\prime-}\backslash (n+1)/2$ for $r>0$ ,
$\mathrm{t}\iota- lle\mathrm{r}e\in and$ $\kappa$ are positive numbers and $\langle\uparrow’\rangle=\sqrt{1+\uparrow^{2}}$ . Here if $ni6’ e\mathrm{v}$en $n\mathrm{u}\mathrm{m}b$er, we further
assume $t\hat{\iota}<(n-1)/2$ . Then (2.1) a$d\mathrm{m}$its uniqu $\mathrm{e}ly$ a weak $sol$ution $u(\uparrow\cdot,t)\in C^{1}(\Omega)$ such that
for $(\uparrow\cdot.t)\in\Omega$ and $|\alpha|\leqq 1$ we have
(2..3) $|D_{\Gamma,t}^{\alpha}u(\uparrow\cdot,t)|\leqq C\epsilon\uparrow\urcorner 1-\mathit{7}\gamma\iota-|\alpha|\langle?\cdot\rangle-1+|\alpha|\Psi(?\cdot, |t|)$,




1/2 $if\uparrow$? is even,
1 if $ni_{6}$, odd,
and $C$ is a $co\mathrm{n}$stant $dep$ending on$l\mathrm{y}$ on $m$ and $\kappa$ .
Next we shall consider the nonlinear wave equation
(2.4) $u_{ttrrr}-u- \frac{n-1}{r}u=F(u)$ in $\Omega$ ,
where $F(u)–|u|^{p}$ or $F(u)=|u|^{p-1}u$ . Here we assume
(2.5) $p_{0}(n)<p<(n+3)/(n-1)$ .
We shall introduce a function space $X$ , in which we will look for solutions of (2.4), defined by
$x=i^{u}(_{\Gamma t)},\in C^{0}(\Omega)$ : $D_{r}u(r, t)\in C^{0}(\Omega),$ $||u||<\infty\}$ ,
and
$||u||= \sup(r,t)\in\Omega\{(|u(r, t)|r^{m}-1\langle r\rangle+|D_{\Gamma}u(r, t)|\Gamma m)\Psi-1(?\cdot, |t|)\}$
,
$\mathrm{w}1_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\Psi$ is $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ same function as in (2..3). As for the parameter $\kappa$ , we assume
(2.6) $\frac{1}{2}<\kappa$ and $\frac{p+1}{p-1}-\frac{n+1}{2}<\kappa\leqq q$ ,
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where we have set
$q=(1+ \Phi(n,p))/p=\frac{n-1}{2}p-\frac{n+1}{2}$
with $\Phi(n,p)$ in (1.2). Note tluat there exist really nulnbers $\kappa$ satisfying (2.6) for $p>p_{0}(n)$ .
because
$\Phi(n, p)=(p-1)\{q-(\frac{p+1}{p-1}-\frac{n+1}{arrow\eta})\}>0$ for $p>p_{0}(n)$ .
We are now in a position to state tlue lnain $\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}$ in this note. Let $u_{-}(r.t)$ be the solution
of (2.1) which is obtained in Theorem 1. Note that $u_{-}\in X$ and
(2.7) $||u_{-}||\leqq C\epsilon$ for any $\overline{\mathrm{c}}>0$ .
Then we have
Theorem 2. (Main theorem). Assume conditi $ons(\mathit{2}.\mathit{2})$ . $(\mathit{2}.\mathit{5})$ and (2.6) hold. Then
there is positive constant $\epsilon_{0}$ ($d$ependi$ng$ only on $p$ . $n$ and $\kappa$) such that. if $0<\epsilon\leqq\epsilon_{0}$ .
$tl_{1}e\mathrm{r}e\mathrm{e}xi\mathrm{s}tS$ uniquely a weak $sol$ution $u(r,\dagger)$ of the nonlinear wave $e\mathrm{q}$uation (2.4) $s\mathrm{u}ch$ that
$u\in C^{1}(\Omega)\mathrm{n}Xi$
(2.7) $||u||\leqq 2||u_{-}||$
and for $(r, t)\in\Omega$ and $|a|\leqq 1$ we have
$(2.8)_{-}$ $|D_{r,t}^{\alpha}(u(r,t)-u-(r, t))|\leqq C||u||p1-n\iota-|\alpha|\uparrow\cdot\langle\uparrow\gamma\rangle^{-}1+|0|\Psi(r, t)$
an $d$
$(2.9)_{-}$ $||u(t)-u_{-}(t)||_{e}\leqq C||u||^{p}\langle t\rangle^{-\theta}$ if $t\leqq 0$ .
$wh\mathrm{e}r\mathrm{e}||\cdot||$ is defined by (1.4) and we $l_{l}a\iota^{\gamma}\mathrm{e}$ set
$\theta=\min\{q, \chi(n)p+p\kappa-1\}$ ,
and $Ci_{6}$ a constant $d\mathrm{e}p$ending only on $p$ . $n$ and $\kappa$ .
Moreo$\iota/e\vee \mathrm{r}$ there exists uniqu $el\mathrm{y}$ a weak $sol\mathrm{u}$ tion $u_{+}(r, t)$ of $(2.1)_{0}$ which $\mathrm{b}$elongs to $C^{1}(\Omega)\cap X$ .
such that for $(r, t)\in\Omega$ and $|\alpha|\leqq 1$ we have
$(2.8)_{+}$ $|D_{r,t}^{\alpha}(u(r,t)-u+(\Gamma, t))|\leqq C||u||pr-1m-|\alpha|\langle r\rangle^{-}1+|\alpha|\Psi(\uparrow"-t)$
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and
$(2.9)_{+}$ $||u(t)-u_{+}(t)||_{e}\leqq C||u||^{p}\langle t\rangle^{-\theta}$ if $t\geqq 0$ .
Remarks. 1) If $n$ is odd, in Theorems 1 and 2, one can replace $u\in c^{1},(\Omega)$ by $u\in C^{2}(\Omega)$ .
Moreover in (2.6) we can replace $\kappa>1/2$ by $\kappa>0$ . In this case, we interpret $(2.9)\pm \mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}$
follows. When $\kappa>1/2p,$ $(2.9)_{\pm}$ is still valid. When $0<\kappa\leqq 1/2p$ , it holds with $\theta=\kappa$ . (See
[9] $)$ .
2) For $n\geqq 2$ , consider the following Cauchy $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\ln$
(2.10) $\{$
$u_{tt}-u_{r}r- \frac{n-1}{r}ur=F(u)$ in $r>0,$ $t>0$ ,
$u(r, 0)=0$ , $u_{t}(r, 0)=g(r)$ for $r>0$ .
It is known that, if $g(r)\geqq Mr^{-\mu}$ for $r\geqq 1$ with some positive constants $M,$ $\mu$ alld $\mu<$
$(p+1)/(p-1)$ , then (2.10) does not admit global solutions. (See [1], [2], [21] and [22]).
Therefore condition (2.6) is $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{J}\triangleleft \mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}$ necessary to obtain Theorem 2.
3) One can also show that the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear wave equation (2.4)
admits a unique global solution, provided the hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2 are fulfilled.
In the proof of Theorem 1, the following lemma plays a key role. Moreover Theorem 2 is
obtained by considering the assosiated integral equation with the differntial equation (2.4).
So the lenuna below is very essentia4 in our work.
Lemma 3. Let $g\in C^{0}((0, \infty))$ and
$g(r)=O(r^{-m-})1$ as $r\downarrow \mathrm{O}$ .
For $r>0$ an $dt\geqq 0$ we define a function $\Theta(g)$ as follows.
(1) $n$ is odd : $n=2m+3(m=1,2, \cdots)$ .
$\Theta(g)(r, t)=\int_{|t-r|}^{t+7}g(\lambda_{\text{ }^{})K}(\lambda, \Gamma,t)d\lambda$ ,
$wh\mathrm{e}re$ we $ha$ve set
$K(\lambda, \Gamma, t_{\text{ }})=\Gamma^{2n}-\lambda^{2}m+1Hm(\lambda, r,t)$ ,
$H_{m}( \lambda, r, t\mathrm{I}=(\frac{\partial}{\partial\lambda}\frac{-1}{2\lambda})^{m}(r-2(\lambda-t)2)^{(n}-3)/2$ .
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(2) $n$ is $e\mathrm{v}en:n=2m+2(m=1,2_{1}\cdots)$ .
$\Theta(g)(r,t)=\int_{|t-r|}t+rg(\lambda)I\mathrm{i}_{1}’(\lambda, r,t)d\lambda+\int_{0}^{\max()}t-r,0g(\lambda)I\mathrm{i}_{2}’(\lambda, r,t)d\lambda$ ,
where we $ha\mathrm{v}e$ set
$I \mathrm{i}_{1}^{r}(\lambda, r, t)=r^{2n}-\lambda 2m+1\int_{\lambda}^{t+\Gamma}.\frac{H_{m}(\rho,r,t)}{\sqrt{p^{2}-\lambda^{2}}}dp$,
$K_{2}( \lambda, \Gamma, i)=r^{22m+1}-n\lambda\int_{t-r}^{t+r}.\frac{H_{nl}(\rho,r,t)}{\sqrt{\rho^{2}-\lambda^{2}}}d\rho$,
and
$H_{m}( \rho, r, t)=(\frac{\partial}{\partial\rho}\frac{-1}{2\rho})^{m}(_{\Gamma}2-(\rho-t)^{2})^{(}n-3)/2$ .
And we extend $\Theta(g)(r, t)$ as an odd function with respect to $t$ . Then $\Theta(g)\in C^{0}(\Omega)$ and for
each boun $deds\mathrm{u}$bset $B\subset\Omega$ we have
$|\Theta(g)(r, f)|\leq C_{B}\prime r^{-m}$ for $(r, f_{\wedge})\in B$ .
Moreover, if we set $u(x, t)=\Theta(g)(|X|, f)i$ then $u(\cdot, \dagger)\in C^{0}(\mathbb{R};L_{lC}2(\mathit{0}\mathbb{R}^{n}))mdu$ is a weak
$sol\mathrm{u}$ tion of the $C\mathrm{a}$uchy problem
$\{$
$u_{ti^{-\triangle u}}=0$ in $\mathbb{R}^{n}\cross(0, \infty)$ ,
$u(x, \mathrm{o})=0$ , $u_{t}(x, 0)=c_{n}g(|x|)$ for $x\in \mathbb{R}^{n}$
in $tl_{1}es$ense of disribution, where
$c_{n}=\{$




Furthermore, if $g\in C^{1}((\mathrm{o}, \infty))$ and for $j=0,1$
$g^{(j)}(r)=o(_{\Gamma}-nl-j)$ as $r\downarrow 0$ ,
then $\Theta(g)\in c^{1},(\Omega)md$ for each bounded subset $B\subset\Omega$ we have
$|D_{r,t}^{\alpha}\Theta(g)(\Gamma, t)|\leq C_{B}\prime r^{1-nl-}|\alpha|$ for $(r,t)\in B$ and $|\alpha|\leqq 1$ .
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